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Aaron Boyson, Communication, CAHSS Duluth
Adam Coon, English, Morris
Ajay Skaria, History, CLA
Alejandro Baer Sociology, CLA
Alexander Rothman, Psychology, CLA
Amit Yahav, English, CLA
Amy Kaminsky, Gender, Women, & Sexuality Studies (Emerita), CLA
Ana Forcinito, Spanish and Portuguese Studies, CLA
Ananya Chatterjea, Theatre Arts and Dance, CLA
Andréa Stanislav, Art, CLA
Andrew Gallia, History, CLA
Ann DuHamel, Music, Humanities
Anna Clark, History, CLA
Apostolos Georgopoulos, Neuroscience, Medical School
Arun Saldanha, Geography, CLA
Barbara Frey, Human Rights Program, CLA
Barbara Welke, History and Law, CLA
Barry Kudrowitz, Product Design, CDES
Becca Gercken, English, Morris
Benjamin Bigelow, German, Nordic, Slavic & Dutch, CLA
Benjamin Munson, Speech, Language, and Hearing, CLA
Beth Mercer Taylor, Sustainability Education, IonE
Bianet Castellanos, American Studies, CLA
Bic Ngo, Curriculum & Instruction, CEHD
Boris Oicherman, WAM
Brenda Child, American Indian Studies, CLA
Brian Engdahl, Neuroscience, Medical School
Bruce Braun, Geography, CLA
Bruno Chaouat, French & Italian, CLA
Çańте Máza Neil McKay, American Indian Studies, CLA
Carl Elliott, Center for Bioethics, AHC
Carl Flink, Dance, CLA
Carrie Oelberger, Leadership & Management, HSPA
Catherine Squires, Communication Studies, CLA
Cawo (Awa) Abdi, Sociology, CLA
Charlotte Melin, German, Nordic, Slavic, and Dutch, CLA
Christina Schmid, Art, CLA
Christine Baumeier, Art, CLA
Christine DeLisle, American Indian Studies, CLA
Christine Marran, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
Christophe Wall-Romana, French and Italian, CLA
Christopher Isett, History, CLA
Christopher Roberts, Law
Cindy Garcia, Theatre Arts and Dance, CLA
Colin Agur, Journalism/Mass Communication, CLA
Cosette Creamer, Political Science, CLA
Craig Hassel, Food, Science and Nutrition, CFANS
Cristina Ortiz, Anthropology, Morris
Daniel Demetriou, Philosophy, Morris
Daniel Keefe, Computer Science and Engineering, CSE
Daniel Philippon, English, CLA
Daniela Sandler, Architecture, CDes
David Beard, Writing Studies, CAHSS Duluth
David Chang, History, CLA
David Fox, Geology and Geophysics, CSE
David Gore, Communication, CAHSS Duluth
David Karjanen, American Studies, CLA
David Knoke, Sociology, CLA
David Odde, Biomedical Engineering, CSE
David Samuels, Political Science, CLA
David Syring, Studies in Justice, Culture and Social Change, CAHSS Duluth
David Valentine, Anthropology, CLA
Deborah Levison, HSPA
Diane Mullin, Weisman Art Museum
Diane Willow, Art, CLA
Diyah Larasati, Gender, Women, & Sexuality Studies, CLA
Elaine Auyoung, English, CLA
Elizabeth Boyle, Sociology, CLA
Elizabeth Nelson, Communication, CAHSS Duluth
Elizabeth Wrigley-Field, Sociology, CLA
Ellen Messer-Davidow, English, CLA
Emily Winderman, Communication Studies, CLA
Enid Logan, Sociology, CLA
Erika Lee, History & Asian American Studies, CLA
Erin L. Durban, Anthropology, CLA
Eun-Kyung Suh, Art and Design, CAHSS Duluth
Eva von Dassow, Classical and Near Eastern Studies, CLA
Evelyn Davidheiser, Institute for Global Studies, CLA
Fayola Jacobs, Urban Planning, HSPA
Fernando Burga, Urban & Regional Planning, HHH
Frances Vavrus, Organizational Leadership, Policy, & Development, CEHD
Francis Shen, Law School
Gabriela Spears-Rico, Chicano Latino Studies, CLA
Gail Dubrow, School of Architecture, CDes
George Henderson, Geography, CLA
Giancarlo Casale, History, CLA
Graeme Stout, Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature, CLA
Gregory Donofrio, Architecture, CDes
Greta Friedemann-Sanchez, Global Policy, HSPA
Hakim Abderrezak, French and Italian, CLA
Hassan Abdel Salam, Sociology, CLA
Heidi Barajas, Organizational Leadership and Policy, CEHD
Helen Kinsella, Political Science, CLA
Helena Pohlandt-McCormick, History, CLA
Hiromi Mizuno, History, CLA
Hoon Song, Anthropology, CLA
Howard Oransky, Nash Gallery and Art, CLA
Ioanna Vartolomei Pribiag, French & Italian, CLA
J. B. Mayo, Curriculum & Instruction, CEHD
J. B. Shank, History, CLA
Jan Estep, Art, CLA
Jane Blocker, Art History, CLA
Janet Schrunk Ericksen, English, Morris
Jani Scandura, English, CLA
Jason Kerwin, Applied Economics, CFANS
Jason McGrath, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
Jean Langford, Anthropology (Emerita), CLA
Jean O’Brien, History, CLA
Jeanne Kilde, Religious Studies, CLA
Jeannine Ouellette, Health Policy Management, SPH
Jennifer Alexander History of Science & Technology, CSE
Jennifer Gomez Menjivar, Foreign Languages and Literature, CAHSS Duluth
Jennifer Gunn, History of Medicine, Medical School
Jennifer Liang, Biology, Science & Engineering, Duluth
Jennifer Marshall, Art History, CLA
Jennifer Newsom, Architecture, CDes
Jennifer Rothchild, Sociology, UM Morris
Jennifer Row, French & Italian, CLA
Jenny Schmid, Art, CLA
Jessica Larson, Art, CLA
Jigna Desai, Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies, CLA
Jill Doerfler, American Indian Studies, CAHSS Duluth
Jill Hasday, Law
Jimmy Patiño, Chicano & Latino Studies, CLA
Joachim Savelsberg, Sociology, CLA
Joan DeJaeghere, Organizational Leadership, Policy, & Development, CEHD
John Watkins, English, CLA
Jonathan Schilling, Plant and Microbial Biology, CBS
Joseph Gerteis, Sociology, CLA
Joseph Konstan, Computer Science and Engineering, CSE
Joseph Staats, Political Science, CAHSS Duluth
Josephine Lee, English, CLA
Joshua Page, Sociology, CLA
Juliette Cherbuliez, French and Italian, CLA
June Carbone, Law
Kale Fajardo, American Studies, CLA
Karen Ho, Anthropology, CLA
Karen Mary Davalos, Chicano and Latino Studies, CLA
Karen-Sue Taussig, Anthropology, CLA
Kate Derickson, Geography, Environment and Society, CLA
Kate Lockwood Harris, Communication Studies, CLA
Katharine Gerbner, History, CLA
Katherine Hayes, Anthropology, CLA
Katherine Scheil, English, CLA
Katherine Solomonson, School of Architecture, CDes
Kathleen Hull, Sociology, CLA
Kathryn Milun, Sociology & Anthropology, CAHSS Duluth
Kathryn Nuernberger, English, CLA
Kathryn Reyerson, History
Kathy Quick, Public & Nonprofit Management & Leadership, HSPA
Katy Backes Kozhimannil, Health Policy Management, Public Health
Katy Chapman, Math, Science & Technology, Crookston
Keith A. Mayes, African American & African Studies, CLA
Kenneth Marunowski, Composition, CAHSS Duluth
Kevin Murphy, History, CLA
Kevin Whelan, History, Morris
Krisi Rudelius-Palmer, Human Rights Center, Law School
Kristine Miller, Landscape Architecture, CDes
Kyungsoo Yoo, Soil, Water & Climate, CFANS
Lana Yarosh, Computer Science and Engineering, CSE
Laura Babcock, MnTap, SPH
Laura Gurak, Writing Studies, CLA
Lauren Martin, Urban Research Outreach-Engagement Center, CEHD
Laurie Ouellette, Communication Studies, CLA
Lee-Ann Kastman Breuch, Writing Studies, CLA
Leili Fatehi, HSPA
Leslie Morris, English, CLA
Lin Nelson Mayson, Goldstein Museum, CDes
Lisa Channer, Theatre Arts and Dance, CLA
Loren Terveen, Computer Science and Engineering, CSE
Lorena Muñoz, Gender, Women & Sexualty, CLA
Lou Clark, M Simulation, AHC
Lucy Dunne, Design, Housing, and Apparel, CDes
Lynn Lukkas, Art, CLA
M. J. Maynes, History, CLA
Madelon Sprengnether, English (Emerita), CLA
Maggie Hennefeld, Cultural Studies & Comparative Literature, CLA
Mai Na Lee, History, CLA
Maja Radovanlijia, Music, CLA
Maki Isaka, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
Malinda Lindquist, History, CLA
Marc Bellemare, Applied Economics, CFANS
Marek Oziewicz, Curriculum and Instruction, CEHD
Margaret Werry, Theatre Arts & Dance, CLA
Mark Collier, Philosophy, Morris
Mark Huglen, Communication, Crookston
Mark Pedelty, Journalism/Mass Communication, CLA
Marla Spivak, Entomology, CFANS
Mary Butler, Health Policy Management, SPH
Mary Hermes, Curriculum & Instruction, CLA
Mary Vavrus, Communication Studies, CLA
Matt Rahaim, Music, CLA
Matteo Convertino, Environmental Health Sciences, SPH
Matthew Bribitzer-Stull, Music, CLA
Matthias Rothe, German Scandinavian and Dutch, CLA
Michael Gallope, Cultural Studies & Comparative Literature, CLA
Michael Gaudio, Art History, CLA
Michael Goldman, Sociology, CLA
Michael Hancher, English, CLA
Michael Lackey, English, Morris
Michael Lower, History, CLA
Michael Maratsos, Child Psychology, CEHD
Michael Pfau, Communications, CAHSS Duluth
Michael Wilson, Anthropology, CLA
Michal Kobialka, Theatre Arts & Dance, CLA
Michelle Mason, Philosophy, CLA
Michelle Phelps, Sociology, CLA
Mitra Emad, Anthropology and Sociology, CAHSS Duluth
Nancy Cook, Law School
Nancy Luxon, Political Science, CLA
Natalie Belsky, History, CAHSS Duluth
Nicholas Jordan, Agronomy and Plant Genetics, CFANS
Nicolas Jelinski, Soil, Water and Climate, CFANS
Nida Sajid, Asian and Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
Njeri Githire, African American & African Studies, CLA
Nora Paul, Education, CEHD
Ofelia Ferran, Spanish and Portuguese Studies, CLA
Pat Nunnally, Landscape Architecture, CDes
Patricia Frazier, Psychology, CLA
Patricia Lorcin, History, CLA
Patrick McNamara, History, CLA
Penny Edgell, Sociology, CLA
Perry L. Moriearty, Law School
Phyllis Moen, Sociology, CLA
Pri Shah, Strategic Management & Organization, CSM
Qiang Fang, History, CAHSS Duluth
R. Lee Penn, Chemistry, CSE
Rachel Hardeman, Health Policy & Management, SPH
Rachel Schurman, Sociology, CLA
Ragui Assaad, HSPA
Ray Schultz, Theatre, Humanities, Morris
Rebecca Dallinger, WAM
Rebecca Krinke, Landscape Architecture, CDes
Rebecca Masterman, Entomology, CFANS
Rebecca Shlafer, Pediatrics, Medical School
Richa Nagar, Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies, CLA
Richard Graff, Writing Studies, CLA
Richard Lee, Psychology, CLA
Richard Leppert, Cultural Studies and Comparative Literatures, CLA
Robert McMaster, Geography, Environment and Society, CLA
Rochelle Zuck, English, CAHSS Duluth
Roli Dwivedi, Family Medicine/Community Health, Medical School
Roozbeh Shirazi, Organizational Leadership, Policy, and Development, CEHD
Rose Brewer, African American & African Studies, CLA
Roxanne Gould, Indigenous Education, CEHSP Duluth
Ryuta Nakajima, Art & Design, CAHSS Duluth
Sairaj Dhople, Electrical & Computer Engineering, CSE
Sally Gregory Kohlstedt, History of Science and Technology, CSE
Sarah Chambers, History, CLA
Scott Currie, Music, CLA
Scott Laderman, History, CAHSS Duluth
Scott St George, Geography, Environment and Society, CLA
Sean Walsh, Geography & Philosophy, CAHSS Duluth
Serge Rudaz, Physics and Astronomy, CSE
Shaden Tageldin, Cultural Studies and Comparative Literature, CLA
Shannon Walsh, Political Science, CLA
Simone French, Epidemiology, AHC
Siobhan Craig, English, CLA
Sonja Kuftinec, Theatre Arts and Dance, CLA
Steve Cisneros, President’s Emerging Scholars
Stuart McLean, Anthropology, CLA
Sumanth Gopinath, Music, CLA
Susan Craddock, Gender, Women, & Sexuality Studies and Institute for Global Studies, CLA
Susan Jones, History of Science & Technology and Ecology, Evolution, & Biology, CBS
Susan Noakes, French and Italian, CLA
Susanna Ferlito, French & Italian, CLA
Suvadip Sinha, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
Tai Mendenhall, Family Social Science, CEHD
Tammy Berberi, French, Morris
Tasoulla Hadjiyanni, Design, Housing & Apparel, CDes
Teresa Gowan, Sociology, CLA
Teresa Swartz, Sociology, CLA
Teri Caraway, Political Science, CLA
Teresa Moses, Design, Housing, Apparel, CDes
Thomas Genova, Spanish, Morris
Thomas Wolfe, History, CLA
Tony Brown, English, CLA
Tracey Deutsch, History, CLA
Travis Workman, Asian & Middle Eastern Studies, CLA
V. V. (Sugi) Ganeshananthan, English, CLA
Vicente Diaz, American Indian Studies, CLA
Vinay Gidwani, Geography, Institute for Global Studies, CLA
Vincent DeBritto, Landscape Architecture, CDes
Virajita Singh, Office of Equity and Diversity
Wendy Smythe, American Indian Studies, CAHSS Duluth
Will Jones, History, CLA
William Beeman, Anthropology (Emeritus), CLA
William Durfee, Mechanical Engineering, CSE
William McGeveran, Law
William Salmon, Writing Studies, CAHSS Duluth
Yuichiro Onishi, African American & African Studies, CLA
Zenzele Isole, Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies, CLA
Zozan Pehlivan, History, CLA